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We prove that a k-continuous or a k-stable function cannot depend on more 
than k4k-’ variables and related facts. 
A function f: {O, l}” --f R, where R is any set, is called k-continuous iff 
for every x = (x1 ,..., x,) E (0, 1)” there exists a sequence 1 < il < ... < 
i, < n, where p < k, such that for every y = (yI ,...,y3 E (0, I}% if 
(Yi, >..., Yi,) = (Xi, ?..., xi,) then f(y) = f(x). This property was studied in 
t1,2,3, 51. 
Now we will study a larger class of functions8 (0, 1)” -+ R called k-stable. 
To explain this property, for every x = (x1 ,..., x,) E (0, I}% and every i with 
1 < i < n, we put 
xi = (x1 )...) xi-1 ) 1 - xi ) xi+1 ,...) x,). 
Now f is called k-stabZe iff for every x = (x1 ,..., x,) E (0, 11” there exist 
l<i,< ..* < i, < n, where p < k, such that for every i $ {il ,..., iv}, 
1 < i < n, we have f(x<) = f(x). Thus, of course, k-continuity implies 
k-stability. 
EXAMPLES. 1. The function f: (0, l}” -+ (0, l} defined by f(x) = 0 if 
x E w, 0, 0, 9, (0, 1, 0, 01, 640, 1, 01, (0, 09% 11, (LO, 0, 01, (1, 17% (9, 
(1, 0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0, l)}, and f(x) = 1 otherwise, is 2-continuous. 
2. The function f: (0, l}l” + (0, l} defined by f(x, ,..., xIO) = x1 
if x1 = x2 , f(xI ,..., x,J = 0 if x1 = xs = x4 = 0 or x1 = x5 = x6 = 0 
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or xz = x, = x8 = 0 or x2 = x9 = x1,, = 0, and f(x, ,..., xJ = 1 other- 
wise, is 3-continuous (see Fig. 1). For other examples of k-continuous 
Boolean functions see [2, Notes 3, 4, 51 and [3]. 
3. The function fi (0, 11” + {0, l> defined by f(x) = 0 if x E ((0, 0, 0, 0), 
(1,0,0,0),(1,1,0,0),(1,1,1,0),(1,1,1,1),(0,1,1,1),(0,0,1,1),~0,0,0,1)~, 
andf(x) = 1 otherwise, is 2-stable but not 2-continuous (see Fig. 2). 
FIGURE 1 
x3 
FIGURE 2 
A function f: (0, 11” ---f R is said to depend on the variable Xi iff there 
exists a sequence y = (yl ,..., y,) E (0, l}” such that f(y) # f(~+). And a 
functionf: (0, l}” -+ R is called Boolean iff R C (0, I>. 
For example, the functions of Examples 1 and 3 depend on four variables 
and the function of Example 2 depends on 10 variables, and all are Boolean. 
In [2] we have studied the maximum number of variables on which a 
k-continuous Boolean function can depend. It turns out that such a maximum 
exists and we will denote it here (unlike in [2]) by F&C). The following problem 
is still unsolved: 
(PI) Does there exist for every n < q,(k) a k-continuous Boolean 
function which depends just on 12 variables? 
It is not hard to prove that q,(l) = I and 9~,,(2) = 4 (see Example 1). By 
Example 2 we have ~~(3) > 10. It seems that ~~(3) = 10. 
We shall also study functionsf: X + R, where X can be a proper subset of 
(0, l}“. We shall say that f is total if X = (0, I}” and partial if XC (0, I}“. 
For a partial f we shall say that f depends on the variable xi if there exists a 
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y E X such that yi E X andf(y) # f(~~). Also f is called Boolean if R C (0, l}. 
It is called k-continuous if for every x E X there exists 1 < ir < *+. < i, d n 
such that p < k and for every y E (0, I>” if (yil ,..., ui,) = (xi, ,..., x~,~) then 
y E X and f( v) = f(x). (In [2] this property was called regular k-contmuity.) 
f is called k-stable if for every x E X there exists 1 < il < ..e < i, < n such 
that p < k and for all i $ {il ,..., i,}, 1 < i < n, we have xi E X and 
fc4 = f(x). 
(PZ) For which k, n, I is it true that k-stability off: (0, l}” --+ (0, 1} 
implies I-continuity off ? (For k = 1 = n - 1 it is so.) 
(Pa) What is the maximum height (see [3]) of a total k-stable function? 
(The maximum height of a total k-continuous function is k2 as proved in [3].) 
Let now y(k), v*(k), or q&k), denote the maximum number of variables 
on which a k-continuous function which is total, partial, or partial Boolean, 
respectively, can depend. Also let 4(k), or $*(k), denote the maximum 
number of variables on which a k-stable function which is total or partial, 
respectively, can depend. 
We shall prove that all these maxima exist. We have of course 
dk) < &k) < v*(k) < 4*(k), 
A’4 G q(k) < #(k) < #*(k), and VW < q*(k). 
The main result of this paper is that #*(k) < k4”-‘. 
(P4) 1s any of the above inequalities sharp for all k? 
In [2, Theorem 17A, Note 61 we proved that 
2(k - 2) + 4 (“f~,“) ,< q&V < &k) < (2k - 1) (2(kkz11)), 
and we gave (Theorem 23) a different combinatorial interpretation of the 
quantity q,*(k) (see also [4]). Again it is easy to prove that &(l) = 1 and 
cpt(2) = 4 and it seems that 9$(3) = 10. The analogs of problem (PI) for 
cp$, q~, v*, #, and $* are also open. 
Now we will prove that 3/*(l) = 1. (Concerning #(2) and #*(2) we know 
only that 4 ,< #(2)< #*(2) < 8 (by Example3 and the general fact #*(k)< k4!+-l 
proved below)). First we need an auxiliary proposition which is due to 
James Fickett (and generalizes the case rn = n - 1 which we had in the 
first draft of this paper). 
PROPOSITION. If G is a subgraph of the graph of edges of the n-dimensional 
cube I” and every vertex of G is of valency >m then each component of G has 
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at least 2” vertices and every component which has exactly 2m vertices consists 
of all the edges of a m-dimensional face of I”. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. Let HO and H1 be two disjoint 
(n - 1)-dimensional faces of I” and C be a component of G. If C C H,, or 
C _C H1 the conclusions follow from the inductive assumption. Otherwise 
both C n Hr, and C n H1 are nonempty graphs and all their vertices are of 
valency 3m - 1. Hence each has at least 2”+-l vertices and thus C has at 
least 2” vertices. Also if C has exactly 2” vertices, then both C n HO and 
C n H1 have exactly 2m-1 vertices and consist of all the edges of some (m - l)- 
dimensional faces of In. But since each vertex of C has valency am, hence, 
each vertex of C n H,, is connected by an edge of C to some vertex of C n H1 
and vice versa. Therefore C consists of all vertices of a m-dimensional face 
OfZ”. 1 
COROLLARY 1. #*(l) = 1, i.e., every l-stable partial function f depends 
on one variable at most. 
Proof. Iffis a constant function the conclusion is trivially true. Thus let 
us assume that f: X -+ R, X C (0, I}“, and u and v are two different values off. 
Let G, be the graph of all edges of I” with both vertices in f-l(u) and G, 
be the graph of all edges of 1” with both vertices in f-l(v). Then the graph 
G, u G, is disconnected and, since f is l-stable, each vertex of G, u G, 
has valency >,n - 1. Therefore, by the proposition, this graph consists of all 
the edges of two oppsoite (n - I)-dimensional faces of In. Now the corollary 
is obvious. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Every k-stable partial function f assumes at most 2k values. 
Proof. For any value u which is assumed byflet G, be the graph defined 
in the proof of Corollary 1. Then each vertex of G, has valency >,n - k. 
By the proposition, G, has at least 2+” vertices. But there are no more than 
2” disjoint subsets of size >2”-” in (0, l}“. fl 
Now we shall prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. #*(k) < k4”-l. 
Proof. Let X C (0, 1)” and fi X + R be k-stable. For each i, 1 < i < n, 
we put 
Ai = (x E X: xi E X and f(xi) # f(x)), 
and,forj#i,l <j,<n,andb~{O,l}, 
Aija = {x E Ai: xi = bj. 
We shall prove by induction on n the following lemma. 
s82a/27/3-s 
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(L,) Ifn 3 2k and 1 Ai j > 0 then j Ai 1 > 2n-2L+2. 
Step 1. n = 2k. Let x E Ai . Sincefis k-stable there exist 1 < i, < ..* < 
ik < IZ such that. 9 E X and f(xj) = f(x) for every j ++ {iI ,..., ire}. Hence 
i E {il ,... ilc}. Also there exist 1 < jr < .*. < j, < n such that (xi)j E X and 
f((xi)j) = f(9) for everyj $ {jr ,..., j,). Hence i E { j, ,..., X}. Thus l{il ,..., ik , 
A ,..., j,}i < 2k and, since II > 2k, there exists some s $ (il ,..., ir, ,j, ,..., j,), 
1 < s < n. Hence x, xi, x8, (xi)5 E Ai and / Ai ( >, 4 follows. 
Step II. n > 2k and (L,) is valid for n - 1. Choose s as in the proof of 
Step I. Then j Ai n Aisb / > 0 for b = 0,l. Hence, by the inductive suppo- 
sition, / Ai n Aisb I 3 2n-1-2k+2 for b = 0, 1. Therefore, since Ais,, n Aisl = ia, 
we have I Ai 1 3 2n-27c+2 as required in (L,). 
Now we can conclude the proof of Theorem 1. By Corollary 1 we can 
assume without loss of generality that k > I and also that f depends on m 
variables and m >, 2k. Let pi be the probability that x E Ai , x being uniformly 
distributed over X, i.e., pi = I Ai l/l X j. Since f depends on m variables 
) Ai / > 0 for all i E I where 
III >,m. (0) 
Hence, by (L,), we have 1 Ai j > 2 n - 2k+2 for i E I. Since 1 X 1 < 2” we get 
pi >, 4-‘ii-1 for all i E I. (1) 
Note that 
(2) 
and, since f is k-stable, 
I{i: x E Ai}\ < k 
for all x E X. Hence, by (0), (l), and (2), 
which implies m < k4”-l, and Theorem 1 follows. fl 
Corollary 2 suggests the study of the following property. Let 6(r) be the 
minimal number n such that there exists a function f: (0, l}” + R, where 
) R j = I, which has the following property: 
(*) f depends on all its n variables, but for every function g: R -+ S, 
where ) S j < r, g of depends on less than IZ variables. 
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For any real number 4 we let ‘5’ be the least integer not less than 5. 
THEOREM 2. S(r) = (3 + rlogz(@l. 
Proof. We put s = (3 and t = r1og.Q’. First we show that 
6(r) 3 s + t. (3) 
(This inequality was conjectured by Mycielski and proved first by Ralph 
McKenzie.) Letfhave the property (*). Hence for every pair U, u E R, u # u, 
there exists 1 < i{u, u} < n such that g of does not depend on the variable 
xi{,,,) whenever g(u) = g(u). We claim that if u’, o’ E R, U’ # v’, and 
{u’, u’} # {u, II} then i{u’, v’} # i{u, u}. In fact the identification of u’ with Y’ 
entails the independence on xi(u~,u’) but if x E (0, I>” is such that f(x) # 
f(xi’“~“J) then {f(x), f(xi@**})) = {u, u} and hence the identification of z/ with 
U’ does not entail the independence on x~(~J . Thus i(u, v} # i{u’, u’> follows. 
(This already proves that 6(r) > s.) Let I = {i(u, u}: U, u E R, u # u}. Hence 
Ill =s. (4) 
We need the following lemma. 
(LJ Iff(xifu-“)) #f(x), then, for every y E (0, l}” such that yi = xi for 
j $ I and for j = i(u, v}, we have f( y) = f(x). 
To prove this we put 2 = xi(*.V) It is enough to check that for all 
j E Z - {i{u, u}} we have f(xj) = j(x); . m fact, by symmetry, the same will 
then be true about 3i; and hence the point xi will also satisfy the supposition 
of (L,) and (L,) follows. Then suppose to the contrary that f(xj) # f(x). By 
our choice of j we have j = i{u’, v’} for some u’, u’ E R, U’ # u’, {u’, u’} # 
{u, v}. Thus f(x) E {u’, u’} and we can assume without loss of generality that 
f(x) = U’ = u and f(xj) = v’ .$ {u, II>. Hence f(S) = u’ and f(Sj) E {u, v’}. 
But f(P) = f(g) = v $ {u, v’}. This contradiction completes the proof of 
w. 
Now, by (L,), for every pair U, v E R, u # v, there exists an x E (0, 13% 
such that xi = 0 for all i E I and (f(x), f(~+*~})) = {u, 0). Then by (4) there 
are at least s elements x E (0, 1)” with xi = 0 for all i E I. Thus 2”-” 3 s, i.e., 
n > s + t and (3) follows. 
Now we prove the converse inequality 
6(r) < s + t. 
It is enough to define somef: (0, I}% --+Rwithn=s+t,/Rj=r,andthe 
property (*). Let P = {{i, j}: i, jE (I,..., r), i # j}. Thus 1 P 1 = s. Let 
h: P --+ (0, l}” be one-to-one and C: P ---f {I,..., s} be one-to-one. For any 
sequences x E (0, I}” and y E (0, 1)” we put xy = (x1 ,..., x, , y1 ,..., yJ. It is 
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clear that there aref: (0, 1}8+t -+ {l,..., r> such that { f(xh( p)), f(xL%( p))} = p 
for all x E (0, 1)” and p E P and f(xy) = 1 if x E (0, l}” and y E (0, 11” - 
range(h). It is easy to check that all such f have the required properties. 1 
(P6) What are the analogs of Theorem 2 if we restrict f’s to be k- 
continuous or k-stable functions? 
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